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SlW¥1ARY OF c f:!E COOPEFAj IVE EX"LORA'I ORY FISHING 
0"ERA~IC'J!S IN 1HE ''ISCU·'SUI·ILLINOIS•IO''A 
SECTIONS OF 1.HE !ciSSISSIPPI RIVER - 1956 

The following is a brief summary of the 1956 activities of the Illin
ois-Iowa-Hisconsin cooperative survey on the fish of the Hississipoi River. 
This survey, conducte-d over a three-month period, had as its main [;oal, the 
establishment of a basis for future investigations of the various important 
game fish inhal'iting the river. 

Emphasis was placed on [athering data as to population structure, catch 
per unit effort as a las is for future years 1 comparison, and other pertinent 
information Hhich could be obtained incidenal to the main features of the 
project. All ualleyes, saugers, northern pike and black bass taken were proces
sed individually according to standard age and growth urocedures. Individual 
Heights and measurements were taJ.cen on the first 300 forms of black and t;hite 
crappies, bluegills, and ;1hite bass taken at each well defined sub-station or 
stat ion. At. least 30 scales were taken frcm each of these panfish groups on 
a representative basis so as to comnletely cover the total length range. These 
data will be incoroorated in a L/F-age class analysis of individual populations. 
At the same time they can le HorkecJ up into a length-Height relationship for 
individual sub-station or pool populations. If over 300 forms were taken of 
a species at a stat ion or sub-station, length frequency information Has secur
ed but the fish Here weighed in the aggregate. This same treatment Has accord
ed the shovelnose sturgeon, pacJdlefish, and the yellot.J bass and yelloH perch 
at stations Hhere they accounted for a representative portion of the net cat'ch. 
All other species tal:en were countei' and weighecl in the agg"regate. 

The northern cret.J fished at various locations in Pools 7 through ll and 
the southern creH in Pools 12, 13, 14, 15 and 19. An effort t.Jas made to fish 
in the same specific areas as did the various 1944- 148 U. M. R. C. C. survey 
crews. The data in the following surveys Here kept on a t.Jeekly l::asis by gear 
and station. Not all, but most of the information Has kept on a s9ecific 
basis Hith L/F anc~ scales from a snecific lake or slough annotated distinctly 
from another lake or slough in the same [eneral area. Obviously, information 
from some areas may be so scant as to preclude cor.parison Hith any other 
area. HoHever, if an analysis of this type is desire(, the <'ata are so set 
up as to allOt,/ for it. 

1.·he main piece of gear usecl by both cret·IS Has the trap net. Six nets, 
with 33 11 x 6 1 frames and 33 11 boops (7) constructed of li" cotton Heb, Here 
fished by each ere~?. Since the trap net can be used only in a certain type 
of hatitat (minimum current), the data eathered at each station are corrpar
able t.Jith other sta· ions on a broad basis. Gill nets of various lengths and 
mesh size were used at most stations. Trammel nets and drag seines ~.Jere 
also usee' periodically. The southern ere'• also used a 230-volt A. C. shock
ing c'evice ~?ith l::oom-mounted electrodes on a large flat boat. 

Bes:'des keening track of the hours each ·9iece of equipment ms used on 
a weekly basis, climatic information as to daily maximum-minimum water temp-
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erature, daily Hater stage at each station and average daily turoidity at 
all nets were sucured. 

The lamprey incidence Has noted at all stations after July 7, and an 
abnormal group of hump-backed crappies Here found in Skunk Slough, below 
'lurlington. The inCidence of this deformity suggests a hereditary abnormal
ity or vitamin deficiency rather than a mechanical injury. There was also 
a major inci0ence of (10-15%) eye ,.Jorm in Grant Slough above Princeton, IoHa. 
?olluted conditions in the main channel belcH Clinton caused a gelatinous 
build-up on the nets and prevented their use. 

The survey in the vicinity of Onalaska, '!isrconsin, ~>~as accomplished 
during September 4 to 15. Lalce Onalaska, in reality a terminal impoundment 
of the Black River, is for all intents and purposes an adjunct to the Miss
issipoi River Prooer. The Hater is tHo to three times as clear and some of 
the species found in this area are out of proportion to their normal popu
lations in the main river adjacept to this impoundment. 

In the loHer porti%s of the lake, trap nets • .. 1ere fisheCI 376 hours, ac
cotmting for 225 fish Heighinl? 337 lbs. Gill nets Here fished 44 hours and 
toolc 307 fish Heighing 371 lbs. Both pieces of gear '1ere fished in the same 
habitat. 

In the upper lake trap. nets fished a total' of 516 hcurs and took S2S 
fish Heighing 1019 lbs. The gill net, fished in the same area, took l23S 
fish Heighing 1213 lts. in 67 hours. 

In the La Crosse survey (Jule 9-2S), the gill nets Here used only during 
the thirc1 '1eek and Here set off sand bars in the vicinity of the Root River 
outlet. They •.<ere set expressly to take · .. Jalleyes and saul';ers. Gill nets 
1<ere fished at this sub-station S4ihours and accounted for 76 fish Heighing 
93.3 lbs. Trap nets Here fished 5L,2 hours in 1arget Lake; 525 hours in 
Broken Arrow and Fish Sloughs; and 475 hours in the Root River outlet. 
This gear took 2231 fish l<eighin[ 2S03 lbs. in these three localities. 

In the Lansing~DeSoto survey (June 18-July7), Hith the exception of 96 
buffalo-net hours Hith a total catch of 5 fish, the balance of the catch HaS 
the product of 164S.5 effective trap-net hours, In this survey the data Here 
not kept on a specific basis as to net set locality. The major portion of 
the effort Has mac'e in the DeSoto Bay area, l<ith other sets being· made in the 
Lansing-Bis Lalce area and belo•< the grade on the Hisconsin side. 

The Prairie du Chien-Harpers Ferry station was surveyed in a two-week 
period, August 20-31. 1he first Heek' s netting Has done in the sloughs and 
lakes north of Prairie du Chien on the Hisconsin side. The second Heek was 
spent in the vicinity of Harpers Slougl below Lock 8c Dam 9. 1'rap nets ~<ere 
fished a total of 899 hours and took 2188 fish ueighin' 1853 lbs. A tree 
took off 50 feet of tbe 2-inch mesh on the exper·mental gill net and 200 
feet Here fished a total of 99.5 hours, taking a total of 278 fish weighing 
177.1 lbs. Unlike the gillnet sets in the southern sections these nets 
were not fishec1 behind 1-1ing dams specifically for '-·Jalleyes accJ saugers, tut 
were fished primarily in sloughs and siljlilar habitats Hhich availed themselves 
to the use of trap nets. 
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T!• The northern ere•; worked three t;ee)·s (July :30-Aug. 18) in the vicinity 
of Guttenberg, IoHa. Gill nets were run 104 hours in Pussy Lake; 64 hours 
in 12-Mile Slough; and 84 hours in Cassville Slough; accounting for 5:38 fish 
weighing 480 lbs. The trap nets fished 512 hours in Pussy Lake,5:35 in 12-Mile 
Slough; and 265 in Cassville Slough, taking 1901 fish weighing 1950 lbs. Tram
mel net floats of 2:300 yds. (125 1 x 5 1 net) were mace belo;r the Guttenberg dam, 
and took 11 fish Heighing 25 lbs. ("hacks" am' blue suckers). The creH obser
ved 2:300 yds. of trammel net floats in which 74 "hacks" t·reighing 97 lbs. Here 
taken. 

The Nine-Mile Island area telm,r Dubuque ;ras fished from August 27 to 31. 
The area was a running slough, with ssteep banks and all-in-all marginal 

' trap-net "country". This piece of gear accounted for only 211 fish weighing 
209 lbs., despite the fact that 475 net hours Here spent trap-netting. The 
200-foot gill nets ;1ere fished 129 hours in the main channel behind wing dams, 
and accounted for only 23 £ish t;eighing 31 lbs. As in all other southern 
stations, the shocker Has used, A total of 2 hours of shocking accounted for 
170 fish •·reighing 181.3 lbs, 

In the Sabula-Savanna survey (June 18-July?), more different types of 
gear Here used. The first t1<o t·reeks the trap nets ;rere set in Brm·m 1 s Lake 
and the gill nets (Jt"mesh) on the Iot.ra side of the channel behind uing dams. 
The 220-volt shocker was run in BroHn 1 s Lake and in the vicinity of Feller 1 s 
Island. Trarmnel net floats were made in the channel adjacent to the Savana 
shore. The third ~;eek trap nets t;ere set in the Savanna Slough area l.fith 
gill nets run on the Illinois side of the channel behind tung dams, and shock
ing was done adjacent to I,sland 268. Trap nets ~;ere fished a total of 1614 
effective hours; gill nets (li" bar mesh) fished 246.5 - ltl0-foot hours; the 
shocker ran 4-i hours; one haul with a 300 1 x 1" seine was made; the trammel 
nets accounted for 1 fish, Inexperience, perhaps, but ·:he creH observed sev
eral dry-floats by commertial operators also. 

Rock Creek and Grant's Slough Here the major areas covered at the mouth 
of the '•lapsipinicon River north of Princ'c on, Io;ra by the southern crew during 
August 20 to 25, The trap nets 1;ere fished a total of 517 hours, ane took 
630 fish •·reighing 475 lbs. After several attempts the use of gill nets in 
the main channel Has abandoned due to a sphaerotilus build-up on the net, 
turning it into a gelatinous uall in a oeriod of 8 hours, The shocker •.;as 
used only 2 hours but accounted for 141 fish Heighing 116.1 lbs, 

In the Andalusia survey (July9-28) the crelf fished three ~;eeks in the 
vicinity of Andalusia, Illinois, and Buffalo, Imva. The first two ~;eeks all 
netting Has confined to Islanc1 s :317, 318 and 319 aPd the channels \:ordering 
them. The last Heek had trap nets set in the lakes and sloughs of Andalusia 
Island. The gill nets were set behind 'LHo ~;ing dams on the main chanr>el 
(Illinois side) and Here fished a total of 410 net hours, They accounted 
for 181 fish Heigbing 12:3 lbs, The trap nets uere fisheC! a total of 894 
hours in channel sets and 492 hours in the Andalusia lalces and slougl1s; 
account!ng for 1143 fish t·reighing 7C5 lbs. 1 uelve hundred feet of 5 1 trammel 
net uas deac' set ad 2760 yards were floated with a 100 1 x 5 1 trali1lllel net. 
This endeavor accounted for 82 fish l·reighing 98 lbs,, mostly sturgeon. 



The 220-volt A. C. shocker 11as run ~ hours. (1-·!ind orevented its use most 
of the time.) This gear took 72 fish Heighing 60,2 lbs. Obviously the highest 
per-effort take of any piece of equioment used. Many fish \.fere seen, but these 
vere only the specimens l.fhich could be taken. Shcoking at night and in highly 
turbi® Hater caused an amendment in the method of reporting the catch of this 
gear. Instead of fish seen, only fish Hhich could be dip-netted Hare reported 
as caught by the shocker. 

Cne haul Hith a 400' x 10 1 x 1 11 seine toolc 70 fish 1o1eighing 71.8 lbs. 
This was made off Horse Island in an attemot to take paddlefish. Some speci
mens of paddlefish and hackleback were relieved of genital organs and all 
samples were processed for age and gro1.fth. In addition to the above effort 
by the southern cret.f, they accompanied commercial fishermen from both sides 
of the river to get additional data on game fish, paildlefish and hackleback. 
T'hese fish processed according to the aporovec method.s but are not included 
in the attached tabular suwMary. 

The southern crew spent three Heeks (July 30-Aug,l8) in the vicinity of 
Burlington, Io1o1a, Gill nets Here run 307 hours in the vicinity of burlington 
Island, 504 hours ih the vicinity of Skunk Slough and 162 hours beloH the 
check dam above Burlington. As in the past, these sets Her.e all made behind 
1dng dams to take Hall eyes, saugers anc1 sturgeons. They accounted for 424 
fish 1o1eighing 338 lbs. 'The trap nets fished 624 hours in the vicinity of 
Burlington Island; 504 in Skunk Slough; and 528 in the vicinity of O'Connell 
Island; taking 1839 fish ;reighing 1507 lbs. The southern crel.f did no trammel 
netting but aided in commercial hauls in Hhich 1416 fish Heighing 2849 lbs, 
Here taken,_ The necessary data Here secured from: all game fish, 11hacks 11 and 
paddlefish. The shocker Has used lt hours ,at each sub-station and took 140 
fish Heighing 81 lbs, 

Respectfully submitte® 

:2~~-~~~~:r:/€ .. :A.· ~-~7 
Fisheries Biologist · 



TOTAL NUMBERS AND WEIGHTS OF FISH TAKEN BY COMBINED GEAR 
AT UPPER MISSISSIP>'I RIVER FIELD STHIONS,l956 Q_, 

COMf',\cRCIAL FISHES 
Shovclnose Sturgeon 
Paddle fish 
Blue S•Jcker 
Bigmouth Buffalo 
Black Buffalo 
Smallmouth Buffalo 
Ictiobus Sp. 
Carpiodes Sp. 
Northern Redhorse 
Carp 
Channel Catfish 
Brown Bullhead 
Black Bullhead 
Y·,llow Bullhead 
Flathead Catfish 
F:.'eshwater Drum 
America;, Eel 

SPORT FISH 
Northr,c:n Pike 
Wid t2 ~dSS 

Yellow Bass 
Sma lhwuth Bass • 
N. LJJ:~jemouth Bass 
WarmoL•th 
G1.~ec:1 Sunfish 
Pump!drlseed 
Bluec,-'.11 
OrangGspotted Sunfish 
No~thern Rock Bass 
White Crappie 
Black Crappie 
Sc.uger 
Walleye 
Yellow Perch 

PREDATORY FISHES 
Longnos·cd Gar 
Shortnosed GBr 
Bowfin 

FORAGE FISHES 
Goldeye 
l~ooneye 

Gizzard Shad 
Spo·cted Sucker 
Commm1 Sucker 
Sil •1er Redhorse 
Gc>ld.en Redhorse 
Silver Chub 
Golden Shiner 

Totals 

Totals 

Totals 

Totals 

LANSING 

267 
3 

194 
396 
37 

24 
1 

32 
25 

56 
~.140 

38 
:il 

l 
468 

139 
291 
974 

65 
62 

_31 
2268 

44 
~73 
277 

147 
89 
16 

ll 

263 

Weight 

170.7 
l.(l 

261.5 
988.5 
60.1 

18.9 
l.l 

97.7 
61.3 

----1661.7 

171.0 
87 .6• 

45.9 
1.3 

.3 
165.2 

46.5 
124.4 
37C.l 

54.1 
130,6 

_llh7. 
1221.7 

8.9 
181.§. 
190,7 

84,6 
42.2 
17.8 
15.1 

159.7 

I 

I 

: 

: 

: 

. . 

: 

: 
: 

: 

HARPERS FERRY* 
PRAIRIE CU CHIEN 
Nu~~ Weight 

?21 
27 
93 

78 
3 

185 
12 

2 

7 
3 

77 
e 

975 

36 
125 

18 

19 

197 

329:. 
898 
116 

4 

1745 

4 
37 
10 
51 

2 
44 
53 
27 
28 

l 

155 

--
61.0 
30.0 
76.7 

231.6 
6,8 

357.4 
11.7 

2.3 

6.0 
13.9 
57.2 

150.3 
82.0 
14.2 

19.8 
'\ 

72.7 

132.9 
382.7 
104,0 

6.1 
-

966.6 

12.3 
55.6 
39.7 

107.6 

1.4 
20.0 
25.9 
45.9 
34.7 

,7 



TOTAL NUH3E:tS Al'ID '.EIGHTS OF FISH TAi( :N 3Y CONIBINED GEAR 
AT UPPER 1HSSIS :IP.·I RIVER FIEI.D STATIONS, 1956 7, 

COMMERCI:\L FISHE9 
Shovelnose Sturgeon 
Padcllefish 
Blue Sucker 
Bigmouth Buffalo 
Black Buffalo 
Smallmouth Buffalo 
Ictiobus Sp. 
Carpiodes Sp. 
Northern Iledhorse 
Carp 
Channel C•;tfish 
Brown Bullhead 
Black Bullhead 
Yellow Bullhead 
Flathead Catfish 
Freshwater Drum 
American Eel 

SPOHT FISW:S 
Northern Pike 
White Bass 
Yellow Bass 
Smallmouth Bass 
N. Largemouth Bass 
Warmouth 
Green Sunfish 
PUIJ\}l>kinseed 
Bluegill 
Orangespotted Sunfish 
Northern Rock Bass 
White Crappie 
Black Crappie 
Sauger 
Walleye 
Yellow Perch 

PREDATORY FISHES 
Longnosed Gar 
Shortnosed Gar 
Bowfin 

Forage Fishes 
Goldeye 
Mooneye 
Gizzard Shat 
Spotted Sucker 
Common Sucker 
Silver Redhorse 
Golden Redhorse 
Silver Chub 
Golden Shiner 

Totals 

Totals 

Totals 

Totals 

GUTTENBURG 

7 
26 
18 
77 

60 
46 

151 
59 

3 
15 

194 
-

661 

25 
145 

1 
29 

l 

5 
464 

l 
1 

28c> 
937 

64 
8 

._31 
2012 

40 
23 
__2. 
69 

4 
34 
99 
10 

1 

148 

ll.5 

16.6 
125.1 
26.6 
99.1 

167.3 
1@2. 7 
357.2 

65.5 

3.6 
52.5 

149.3 
---ll77 .o 

83.6 
103.4 

.3 
24.7 

,. .4 

1, 8 
184.5 

.1 
.• 4 

120.5 
384.9 
59.6 
27.9 

__ 14.7 
1006.8 

115.9 
44;5 

_12.,2. 
182.9 

3.2 
16.9 
16,3 
12.7 

1.5 

50.6 

' 

DUBUQUE 

7 

5 
1 

40 

7 
6 

40 
12 

5 
42 

165 

2 
13 

4 
12 

41 

2 
51 
61 
15 

201 

3 
5 

u 
n 

6 
17 

3 

2 
6 

9.0 

24.9 
1.6 

27.4 

11.5 
ili.9 

187.9 
5.4 

lll9 
13.0 

299.5 

6.4 
6.1 

2.7 
8.8 

8.7 

.6 
14.0 
14.9 
7.0 

-
67.2 

11.3 
8.7 

13.2 
33.2 

1.3 
1.2 
5.8 

2.3 
.4 

lUO 



TOTAL NUMBE:HS AI~D WEIGHTS OF FISH T/\KEN BY COMBii~ED G ~- \R 
AT UPi'!OR i-i:IS.SISSIPt'I iU'IER fiELD STATIOIJS, 1956 ~. 

S,\BULA PRINCETON 

Spe£/Jl.§. Numb~£ J:!eiqh:!:_ t!umb~ JY§.iqht 

COMMERCIAL FISHES 
Shovelnose Sturgeon 
Paddle fish ,. 
Blue Sucker .. 
Bigmouth Buffalo 60 139.3 21 53.3 
Black Buffalo 15 41.5 2 3.0 
Smallmouth Buffalo 356 245.9 26 12.9 
Ictiobus Sp. 96 120.2 
Carpiodes Sp. 240 214.3 74 123.8 
Northern il.edhorse 6 6.8 
Carp 286 675.0 60 152.6 
Channel Catfish 32 27.3 3 1.5 
Brown Bullhead 
Black Bullhead 20 16.0 
Yellow Bullhead 2 ll~ 4 3.6 
Flathead Catfish 9 19.0 6 6.8 
Freshwater Drum 43 108.1 l7 2.5 
American Eel ~ - - ------ -- ----Totals 1165 1614.9 213 360.0 

SPORT FISHES 
Northern Pike 13 57.4 1 3.8 
Vihi te Bass 90 90.8 25 6>9 
Yellow Bass 20 7.2 31 2.1 
Smallmouth Bass 
N. Largemouth Bass 33 43.8 ll 6.0 
Warmouth 2 .6 
Green Sunfish l .2 
Pumpkinseed 
Blu0gill 198 44.7 50 9.3 
Oranges potted Sunfish l .l 2 .l 
Northern Rock Bass 
White Crappie 413 159.5 323 118.8 
Black Crappie 498 151.7 85 22.9 
Sauger 38 25.9 4 2.2 
Walleye lO 2.6 
Yellow Perch - - ----- --- --- --Totals 1317 583.9 534 172.9 

PREDATORY FISHES 
Longnosed Gar 31 73.2 
Shortnosed Gar 43 62.7 4 5.9 
Bowfin £Z± l£h± ~Q. !'·58.& 

Totals 348 257.3 24 63.9 
F0RAGE FISHES 

Gold eye 
Moon eye 34 13;~:3:. l .4 
Gizzard Shad 26 2Q.6. 4 11.3 
Spotted Sucker 13 1(!);•5 l 1.5 
Common Sucker 
Silver Redhorse 
Golden Redhorse 
Silver Chub 
Golden Shiner - --- -- ---Totals 73 44.4 6 3:3'~~2 



TOTAL NUMBERS Ai'!D WEIGHTS OF FISH TAKEN BY COMBINES GEAR 
AT UPP\OR MISSISSIPPI RIVER FIELD STATIONS,l956 

COMMERCIAL FISHES 
Shovelnose Sturgeon 
Paddlefish 
Blue Sucker 
Bigmouth Buffalo 
Black Buffalo 
Smallmouth Buffalo 
Ictiobus Sp. 
Carpiodes Sp. 
Northern Redhorse 
Carp 
Channel Catfish 
Brown Bullhead 
Black Bullhead 
Yellow Bullhe3d 
Flathead Catfish 
Freshwater Drum 
American Eel 

SPORT FISH:C:S 
Northern Pike 
White Bass 
Yellow Bass 
Smallmouth Bass 
N. Largemouth Bass 
Warmouth 
Green Sunfish 
Pumpkinseed 
Bluegill 
Orangespotted Sunfish 
Northern Rock Bass 
White Crappie 
Black Crap>ie 
Sauger 
Walleye 
Yellow Perch 

Totals 

Totals 
PREDATORY FISHES' 

Longnosed Gar 
Shortnosed Gar 
Bowfin 

Totals 
FORAGE FISHSS 

Goldeye 
Moon eye 
Gizzard Shad 
Spotted Sucker 
Common Sucker 
Silver Redhorse 
Golden Hedhorse 
Silver Chub 
Golden Shiner 

Totals 

ANIMLUSIA 

49 
11 

1 
'11 

'c)5 
41 

195 
24 
75 
20 

4 
3 

12 
84 

_1 
536 

70 
2 

13 
2 
l 

124 

251 
305 

98 
23 

__ 2 
891 

18 
.32 
_2 
52 

3 
38 
15 

2 
7 

1 
.9 
_l 
76 

40.2 
24.6 
2.5 

28.9 
7.7 

18.9 

274.9 
37,4 

195.5 
11.4 

2.1 
2.1 

24.1 
43.4 

-~.!.~ 
724.2 

33.2 
.3 

8.2 
.4 
.2 

25.5 

62.0 
63,0 
47.8 
23.0 

_ • .=..§. 
268.4 

30.3 
45.0 
2.!.l 
82.4 

3,3 
14.6 
2.7 
2.4 
I ~6 

1. 5 : 
.n 

-.!.~1 
25.8 

BURLii~GTON 

34 

l 
39 

6 
109 

167 
6 

333 
70 

28 
1 

15 
146 

955 

94 
21 

28 

185 
1 

508 
316 

97 
6 
-

1256 

9 
20 
15 
44 

3 
11 
52 

1 

67 

23.7 

1.9 
81.3 
11.0 
48.6 

165.3 
7.5 

751.6 
39.4 

19.6 
.8 

18.7 
58.4 

----
1227.8 

64.2 
6.8 

25.6 

44.8 
.1 

200,7 
98.1 
52.9 

1. 7 

494.9 

8.6 
29.4 
49.3 
87.3 

1.1 
4.8 

30.1 
.8 

36.8 



TOTAL NUMBERS AND WEIGHTS OF FISH TAKEN BY COMBINED 
GEAR AT UPPER MISSISSIPP~ RIVER STATIONS, 1956 

Species 

COMMERCIAL FISHES 
Shovelnose Sturceon 
Paddlefish 
Blue Sucker 
Bic~outh Buffalo 
Black Buffalo 
S~all~outh Buffalo 
Ictiobus Sp. 
Carpio des Sp . 
Northern Redhorse 
Carp 
Channel Catfish 
Brown Bullhead 
Black Bullhead 
Yell ow Bullhead 
Flathead Catfish 
Freshwater D~ 
A~erican Eel 

SPORT FISHES 
Northern Pike 
White Bass 
Yellow Bass 
Smallmouth Bass 
N. Larcemouth Bass 
Warmouth 
Green Sunfish 
P=pkinseed 
Bluec;ill 
Orancespotted Sunfish 
Northern Rock Bass 
White Crappie 
Black Crappie 
Saur;er 
Walleye 
Yell ow Perch 

Totals 

Totals 
PREDATORY FISHES 

Lo r,cno sed Gar 
Shortnosed Gar 
Bowfin 

FOR~GE FISHES 
Goldeye 
Mooneye 
Gizzard Shad 
Spot ted Suckeii 
Common Sucker 
Silver Redhorse 
Golden Redhorse 
Silver Chub 
Golden Shiner 

Totals 

Totals 

ONALASKA 

3 

5 
41 
84 
12 

1 
2 

21 
9 
6 

184 

46 
5 

43 

10 

18 
321 

37 
32 

144 
1 
9 

116 
782 

1 
14 
13 
28 

26 
195 

54 
2 

6 

__],_ 
284 
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64 
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4.3 
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2.5 
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2.7 

15.2 
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An Experimental Treatment of a Segment of the Des Moines River 
in Iowa to Increase Desirable Fish by Suppressing Undesirable Forms, 

By Harry M. Harrison 
Fisheries Biologist 
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The problem of over-population of fish, be it caused by the so-called 
rough species or large number of pan fish, in lakes and ponds has been made 
quite clear in the past two decades. In line with this, a great deal of work 
has been directed toward a correction of the dilemma, and much has been ac
complished toward providing a better sport fishery through the removal of ex
cessive numbers of fish by concerted seining efforts, draw-downs, and by spot, 
partial or complete poisoning programs with rotenone or other chemical. 

Compared to the work accomplished with regard to managing over populations 
in lakes and ponds, the literature contains very little if any reference to 
the problem of rough fish controls or over-populations in warm water streams 
or river. There are, of course, papers dealing with growth rates of stream 
fishes which show a difference in the rate of growth of a particular species 
from one place to another, but to the author's knowledge, reduced growth of 
fish in flowing warm waters has not been boldly attributed to the problem of 
rough fish or over-population of pan fish. Nonetheless, there are no reasons 
why these factors could not occur in flowing water. Certain stream studies 
in Iowa indicate that these are a very real problem in some if not many reaches 
of our major streams and rivers. 

Work on the growth of the channel catfish in Iowa's inland streams show 
the species to grow quite slowly and in many instances growth has been app
reciably retarded. For example, age and growth work on the species in some 
areas of the Des Moines River indicate annual gains in length not to exceed 
an inch a year after the initial growing season, and for the ri•ter as a whole, 
growth seldom exceeds two inches a year after the first year of life. Channel 
catfish introduced into new waters, principally artificial lakes or ponds, or 
those living in a few of our natural lakes make growths much above these figures 
and many times reach a size of 12 inches in their third year. Such information 
certainly shows that slow growth of channel catfish is not genetically controlled, 
and points up a possibility for management to do something to stimulate the· 
growth of this fish in flowing waters. 

In the Des Moines,River, we have had a reach of stream known to be very 
heavily populated with rough and channel catfish under surveillance for the 
past ten years. Locally, the place is known as the Humboldt Im·,oundment, but 
for the Iowa Conservation Commission and others interested in fisheries work 
it has been identified as the Humboldt study area. This particular area is 
closed off at either end by low head dams. It is five and a half miles long, 
and for two-thirds of its length, the area is impounded by the dam at Humboldt. 
The main channel runs from three to a maximum of sixteen feet deep with much of 
it going over six feet in depth. In width, it varies from 400 feet at the dam 
at the lower end to an average of a"lnroximately 200 feet wide in the unimpounded 
section, It has a surface area just short of 200 acres. The channel floor is 
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wholly of shattered lime stone generously sprinkled with glacial boulders 
ranging in sizes from a few pounds up to several tons. The bars and shoals are, 
on the other hand, composed of silt, sand, gravel or mixtures thereof. Diciduous 
forest line both bankes, and by the process of erosion and cave-in, many trees 
have fallen into the stream. These, together with the before mentioned boulders, 
and under water limestone, crevices, make up an abundznce cover for fish. 

Fish of significance inhabiting the area in their order of num&ccial abundance 
include carp, channel catfish, quillback, northern redhorse, golden redhorse, and 
black bullheads. Other species, but of very minor importance, residing there in
volve walleye r;ike, smallmouth bass, northern pike, silver redhorse, stone cat, 
crappie, sunfish and several varieties of minnows. 

Population work in the study area has revealed estimates as follows: channel 
catfish, 104,000 in 1953; 68,000 in 1954; 38,000 in 1955; and 28,000 in 1956; 
carp, 48,000 in 1955 and 69,000 in 1956; and quillback, 25,000 in. 1956. These 
figures do not include fish smaller than sub-adults and the estimates are believed 
to be quite accurate in that they were designed to avoid most of the errors that 
accompany population work. 

Combing the estimates for a respective year, and considering further the fish 
living there not studiedfor population size, figures of substantial proportions 
develop for a population of fish to inhabit a 5.5 mile length of stream which in
volves no more than 200 surf~ct acres. 

With regard to the poundage of fish in the area, we have only one set of 
values. In an eradication program that will be discussed later, we hauled from 
the area nearly 95,000 pounds of fish this past fall. In addition to those re
covered, there were several thousand pounds of dead fish remaining after the 
clean-up operations ceased. Based on the poundage of fish removed and those left, 
it is conservatively estimated that in the neighborhood of 600 pounds of fish 
per acre occupied the Humboldt study area in 1956. 

Channel catfish is the only species that has been studied for age and growth 
in the Humboldt Area. That work divulged a much retarded growth for the species. 
In a growth study conducted in 1954, the calculated standard length at the time of 
annulus formation for each year of life for the first eight years in inches was 2,8, 
4.9, 6.2, 7.1, 8.0, 8.9, 9.8, and 10.9, respectively. This represents a consider
ably slower rate of growth than that found in most other parts of the Des Moines 
River, on the Upper Mississippi River, in Missouri and in Oklahoma. 

Even though age and growth has not been det,nmined for other species, the carp 
in particular have always been visibily thin and are believes to have been growing 
comparitively slow. Quillback, buffalo and suckers, on the other hand, usually ap
peared to be in good flesh, irregardless of whatever their growth might be. 

Long before the data were in, the problems of over-populations of channel 
catfish and damages caused by rough fish, principally the carp, were suspected if not 
intiuitively known. In line with this thinking, several experiments Here set up 
and tried in an effort to correct the s-ituation. Among those things tned included, 
(l) seining to remove the coarse fish (2) erection of barriers to heavily used 
spawning grounds of the rough varieties, (3) the removal of a large segment of the 
catfish population by traps and (4) finally an attempt 
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to remove excessive numbers of fish by the use of electrical shocking devices 
and techniques. These experiments met with some success but any benefits 
derived proved to be short lived and very expensive. They did, however, point 
up a need for a better and more radical way for removing excessive stream 
populations. 

Angling had reached an all time low in the Study Area this past summer. 
Because of this, it was resolved to employ more drastic means than those used 
previously to remove the vast populations. Rotenoning was decided upon. This 
was to be followed by restocking immediately with suitable species of fish to 
fill the void caused by the eradication of the rough varieties and stunted 
channel catfish. 

To protect the experiment, it was further decided that the extermination 
scheme be extended upstream from the study area to avoid reinfestation by rough 
fish from the impoundment and river immediately above. Furthermore, the re
stocking plan was extended into the upstream reaches with the hope of establish
ing a fishable population there too, and also to have a predator population on 
hand to meet the reproductive efforts of the noxious varieties. 

The species used for restocking included channel catfish, walleye pike, 
large mouth bass, small mouth bass, crappie and forage fish. In the stocking 
program the various species were introduced into habitats best suited for each 
of the varieties being planted. 

Returning now the extermination project, approximately twenty miles of the 
Des Moines River was dosed with a 5 per cent emulsified solution of rotenone 
in late September, 1956. This was introduced at 2 p.p.m., in accordance with 
the rate of flow of the stream at the upper end of the area. The technique 
set upon was to form a slug of contaminated water of sufficient length so that 
fish in any reach of the stream would be bathed in treated water for a period 
of several hours duration as the slug moved down stream over them. The slug 
thus formed was followed day by day and where ever and when ever visual in
spection deemed that some fish might survive, it was re-enforced with added 
chemical to insure as complete a kill as possible. 

From the twenty mile stretch of stream, it was estimated by methods of 
recovery of fin clipped fish marked previous to poisoning, and by counting 
dead fish along segments of the shore line that we exterminated in the heighbor
hood of 400,000 pounds of fish. Something in excess of 95% of this poundage 
was made up of noxious fishes including carp, quillback, buffalo and other ' 
suckers. The remaining five per cent was composed mostly of channel catfish. 
Game species were comprised of walleye pike, northern pike, small mouth bass, 
and white crappie. In the aggregate, th,ese last named varieties did not amount 
to more than 500 pounds. Of the total poundage of fish killed, 90% or more 
occupied the impounded sections. The unimpounded areas, on the other hand, 
while not containing a large poundage of fish were very heavily populated with 
young rough fish of the kinds found in the back waters of the dams. Because of 
their very extreme numbers and small size, no attempts were made to estimate 
the population of these young fish or evaluate their poundages. It is felt, 
however, that the destruction of the young rough fish was of paramount importance 
to the success of the project. 



As regards the success of this venture into stream management, only 
work of the next few years can tell the complete story. None the less, a 
few certain conclusions and some immediate benefits have already come to 
light. Among some of these, the following are worthy of mention. 

(l) It has been established that rough fish may exist in populations 
of sufficient size in warm water streams to exert a suppressive effect 
upon the desirable species. 
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(2) In Iowa, at least, this particular work has opened the door to rough 
fish controls in streams. The project demonstrated to the angling fraternity 
that chemical treatment is the only known tool by which noxious fishes can be 
removed from rivers in adequate amounts for real accomplishment. Many sceptics 
who were firmly against the destruction of any game fish regardless of reason 
or possible gain, now see rotenoning as efficient, economical, and necessary. 
By this, we do not propose to run headlong over the state pouring rotenone 
into every stream because fishing is thought to be poor because of rough fish 
problem, rotenoning or other equally effective methods will be seriously con
sidered, and with, I sincerely believe, the support of the main body of stream 
fishermen. 

(3) The study has shown that the use of rotenone can be controlled in flow
ing waters. That which can be exacted in controlling its use in streams will 
require much more investigation. In this particular work with the facilities 
that we had at hand, we were able to kill the lethal effects of the treated water 
in a very short length of stream. The technique used would require a lengthy 
discussion. They will come out in a paper next spring. If, however, time 
permits, and you are interested, there might be time to hit the highlights of 
our technique in the discussion period alloted this paper. 

(4) Cost-wise, chemical treatment in streams holds much promise. By the 
slug-forming technique, it becomes necessary to treat only short reaches of 
stream. As the slug moves, downstream areas get benefit from the chemical 
introduced above. In effect, many acres of water receive treament by the dosage 
of a contrastive few. This, of course, results in low cost for chemicals and 
application. The big expense encountered in our work came from the necessity 
of removing many of the dead fish. It so happened that the kill area passed 
through two small towns and a country club. For the sake of public relations, 
we were duty bound to keep obnoxious odors at a minimum. This cost, although 
quite high, was quite largely off set by the sale of the quality fish, prin
cipally buffalo. 

(5) One of the most striking results to come out of the project was the 
instantaneous clearing up of the turbidity. Before treament, the Secchi disc 
reading was less than five inches. In the wake of the rotenone slug, the 
reading increased to over five· feet. This cleared water condition persists 
to date, and it is felt that this item alone will benefit sight feeding fish 
a great deal. 

(6) Placton and bottom fauna organisms sampled a month after treatment 
were well established. As a matter of fact, both showed increase in abundance. 
Although our data is yet very meager on this point, there is, nonetheless, some 
evidence that rotenone treatment does not obliterate the bottom fauna and plact
on complet to the degree that it does the fish populations. 
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It was mentioned above that only time will tell the whole story as re
gards the benefits to be derived from rough fish controls in this area. As 
a final word, and on the subject of that expected, it is anticipated that 
the rough fish will most certainly come back. The thing that we are part
icularly interested in is how long it will take, and if and how much fish 
we can provide in the time intervening by the species stocked in the void 
created. 



Selective Poisoning of Gizzard Shatl in Storm Lake 
Preliminary Report 

by 
Earl Rose 

Fisharioa Biologist 

Introduction 

Storm Lake, in Buena Vista County, Iowa, is one of Iowa's largest 
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lakes, covering 3,:060 acres at crest elevation. For the past three year 
gizzard shad have infested the lake causing a vast decline in angling success 
by the huge annual crops of young which are ideal forage. Previously the lake 
had supported a splendid sport fishery for walleye, crappie, white bass and 
channel catfish, Previous to 1954, the lake developed tremendous blooms of 
blue-green algae each summer and fall; however, since the shad population 
development little or no algae (blue-green) have been observed. Presumably 
the shad consume these plankton organisms in sufficient quantities to keep 
the lake clean. Aquarium tests have failed to verify this presu~ption how
ever. In an effort to reduce the population of shad, state rough-fish removal 
crews have devoted much time and effort in seining the lake annually, But, • 
due to the vast population and tremendous reproductive potential these efforts 
have been unsuccessful. It was obvious that if angling improvement was to 
be achieved, other control measures would be namdatory. Factor considered 
were complete drainage, a heavy treatment with roteonone to kill all fish, 
or to attempt sele~tive poisoning by a very light application of rotenone 
as had been Jone in Kentucky (Bowers, 1955) and a few other areas. 

Preliminary Experiments 

Several studies were conducted using aquaria and fish tanks on a dis
tribution truck in which varying concentrations of roteonone were used to 
test reactions on gizzard shad and game fishes. All indicated that in water 
temperatures of about 60°F. that a concentration of 0.1 parts per million 
would effectively kill shad with a minimal loss of game fish, Further tests 
were made using a thirty acre area of Storm Lake treated with rotenone to 
make a concentration of 0.1 parts per million. This too indicated that a 
high degree of control in shad could be obtained with a minimal loss of game 
fishes, Inasmuch as the level of Storm Lake has receded to about one-half 
its crest level volume and the high probability of severe winter kill (average 
depth about 4,0 feet) the department was provided with an "everything to gain 
and nothing to lose" proposition in attempting a large scale experiment in 
shad control. The local people were enthusiastic about the program and 
gave their moral support" 

Application 

Orginally it was planned to use the department's algae control spray 
barge to apply the rotenone; however, after careful consideration it was de
cided to spray the lake with planes. The barge would have required about 
12 hours of continuous operation to obtain a fairly even distribution, This 
factor, plus the shallowness of the shoals would have prevented marginal 
spraying. 
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Two comruercial crop spraying planes were employed to spray the lake. 
The treatment started at 7:45 a.m. on September 24, 1956. At this time a 
slight breeze was blowing from the southvJ<:rst(about 4.0 m.p.h.). The south 
and west shores were therefore sprayed first, and from that time to the 
completion of the project one plane sprayed the south half and the other 
the northern portion. Eight boats, manned by Conservation officers and 
fisheries personnel were stationed as markers for the planes and were moved 
accordingly for 100 foot swaths as the planes traversed the lake along its 
long axis. By 9:45 a.m. the wind had increased to roughly 30 m.p.h. making 
low flying difficult and dangerous. Some overlap-,ing of swaths occurred 
due to this and the inability to keep target boats in position. Following 
consultation, the spraying was completed at 12:30 p.m. 

A total of 340 gallons of emulsifiable rotenone was used in the operation 
to treat the calcul.)ted 3,400,000,000 gallons of water in the lake to a 0.1 
parts per million concentration, 

Results 

At this early date it is impossible to give a complete appraisal of 
the results of the treatment. A very heavy kill of shad was obtained. 
These were the first fish to show signs of distress. About three hours 
after the starting of application the entire lake was glittering with 
young-of-the-year and adult shad that were dead and dying. Most of these 
sank to the bottom after death and floated again three or four days later. 
High souther~y winds piled them up on the north shore causing unbearable 
living conditions for th<? residents of the city of Storm Lake. Rapid dec
composition occured due to 900 F. temperatures consequently emergency dis
posal was mandatory. A crew of 75 men and two drag lines buried an estimated 
600,000 pounds of fish along the beaches. The vast bulk of these were shad; 
however, game fish losses were of greater magnitude than anticipated. 

Several counts of areas considered typical along shore were made to 
obtain some concept of game fish losses. Heaviest lossGi occurred in 
yearling channel catfish and adult wa~leyes. From these counts it was 
estimated that 8,000 channel catfish yearlings; 50 adult channel catfish; 
2,400 adult walleyes; and 2,000 yearling perch were killed by the treatment. 
Losses of crappie, wjite bass, northern pike, largemouth bass, carp and 
buffalo were very slight. 

It was not expected that a complete kill of shad would be obtained 
in this light trearnent and under the adverse apolication conditions. In 
order to obtain a preliminary appraisal of the effectiveness of the treat
ment, test hauls were made with the Biology Section's survey seine (500 
feet; one-quarter l.nch mesh) on October l. These hauls averaged 1,673 shad 
(y.o.y) per haul. Hauls made with the same seine during August.of 1956 
averaged 48,138 per haulo If comparble, this indicates that there has been 
a reduction of 96o6 per cent of the 1956 year-class shad. Adult shad (two
year) averaged 258 per haul indicating an ample survi,,l to re-infest the 
lake with young next summer if winter kill is not se~0r@• Good survival of 
crappie, catfish, bullhead, yellow tu•s, carp and tuffalo wore noted. 
Losses of walleyes may have been more thdn shore counts indicated. Four 
200 foot gill-nets were set on October 2 and raised on the following day. 
Only one walleye was obtained. Extensive seining with long seines (3,000 
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feet) is planned for this winter to obtain a final appraisal of the program 
and to salvage game fishes that are quite certain to perish from low disso
lved oxygen. 

Discussion 

Varying reaction prevail regarding this first use of rotenone as a 
seleCtive poison on a large scale in Iowa. Most observers are very enthus
iastic and feel that we finally have a tool with which effective shad control 
can be achieved with a minimum of effort and expense, It is difficult for 
the writer to share entirely this view at this time. First of all, it is 
obvious that even though a tremendous tonnage of shad was killed, there re
mains sufficient brood stock to repopulate the lake next summer. Also, under 
the adverse flying conditions at the time of spraying, poor distribution must 
have occurred or the margin of safety for game fish is nerrower than experi
ments indicated. This seems especially true for the walleye and channel cat
fish. Very likely, game fish losses would have been less severe and shad con
trol more extensive if the application would have been under more favorable 
flying conditions. Any future projects of this kind should take advantage 
of weather bureau services and the work should be timed accordingly. Cer
tainly we have gained much in the way of experience in this important mile
stone. 
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Results of Early Summer Creel Census of Five 
Northern Iowa Lakes, 1956 

Fisheries Biologist 
Tom Moen 
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The creel census program for the northern Iowa natural lakes was con
ducted in three phases during 1956, Spirit Lake was censused through a 
special method in an attempt to obtain a "complete" census and harvest 
picturel Two lakes (East Okoboji and West Okoboji) were continued on a 
year-round census and three lakes were censused for only the two month 
period of May 15 - July 15. This report will briefly summarize the data 
for the two month period for the following five lakes: Storm, Black Hawk, 
Clear, West Okoboji, and East Okoboji. This data is comparable to creel 
census material that has appeared in previous seminar reports under the 
designation of "45-day creel census". 

Census Methods 

Census methods have remained essentially the same for these lakes during 
the past five years. The only significant change during this time has been 
the change to the IBM system of recording and handling catch data. All 
material is collected through personal contacts by creel census clerks on 
each lake. All figures pertaining to species, hours, number of fishermen, 
etc, were codemarked on IBM cards by the census clerk. These cards were 
tabulated at ten day intervals for administrative purposes. 

The creel census clerks for East Okoboji, West Okoboji, and Clear 
Lakes were provided with boats from which to make their contacts. At 
Storm Lake and Black Hawk the clerks were not provided with boats, hence, 
they made a disproportionate number of contacts with shore and dock fish
ermen. Boats have not been provided for census work on these two lakes in 
previous years, thus the data can be compared with that of former reports. 

The results from each lake will be discussed separately. 

Storm_Lake: This lake has had poor fishing since 1950 and this year 
was no exception. Catch per hour figures show an improvement of nearly 60 
per cent over those for 1955 and also an improvement over the 5-year average 
(Table 1). This gain was considered negligibL' due to the fact that the 
catch was made up of 73 per cent small bullheads and 16 per cent small 
crappies. Boat fishing was nearly non-existent; shore and dock fishermen 
caught over 90 per cent of all the fish taken, (This shore and dock catch 
is not due entirely to the lack of a boat for the clerk). A high gizzard 
shad population furnised abundant food for the larger game fish such as 
walleyes and channel catfish. Low water level, high turbidity and rough fish 
problems have reduced the fishing potentials of this lake to a very low point. 

1-This census on Spirit Lake is being conducted by E. T. Rose and will 
be reported elsewhere. 



Table 1. Fishing success expressed as fish per hour 
in five northern Iowa lakes in 1956 compared 
with the success in 1955 and for the 1951-55 
average. 

-----------·----

. . . . . 
1955 ; 0.35 ; 0,40 ; 1-07 ; L31 ; 1.31 19s1:ss------------;------·-·-·-- ····------· --···---------------------·-

1.07 
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§..lack H21Y!Lbii!s~.;_ Fishing success at Black Hawk Lake was slightly below 
that of 1956 and considerably less than the five year average (Table 1). Con
siderable management effort has been expended on this lake, but fishing has 
not improved proportionately. Gizzard shad are the major source of trouble 
in this lake. A relatively poor hatch of shad in 1956 resulted in an improved 
catch of walleyes, but the catch of crappies and large mouth bass did not show 
a corresponding improvement. Walleyes made up 20 per cent of the catch in 
1956 and only four per cent in 1955. Although channel catfish are not usually 
considered a good lake species, they were important in the catch at Black 
Hawk Lake, not only because they composed five per cent of the catch, but 
also because of their better than average size. (One 19-pounder was caught). 

Clear Lake: Due to unavoidable circumstances<the census of this lake 
was discontinued July l rather than July 15. During these 50 days of census
ing, the censusing, the success of nearly 10,000 anglers was ascertained. 
These anglers were 17 per cent more successful than 1955 anglers and slightly 
more successful than recorded for the five year average (Table 1). The species 
composition of the catch changed considerably from that recorded in 1955. 
This change was due to a decided decline in the catch and/or the availability 
of the yellow bass. Yellow bass made up only 7 per cent of the catch as com
pared to 36 or 50 per cent in the past three years. Bullheads made up for the 
shortage in yellow bass and was easily the number one fish, composing 75 per 
cent of all the fish on the stringers. Although bluegill were the most im
portant fish to the wading fisherman, they declined 100 per cent from 1955 
when all types of fishing are considered. Crappies, perch, walleyes, northern 
pike, and largemouth bass appeared in the catch at about the same rate as during 
1955. Catch per fisherman compiled by members of the Iowa State College Fish
eries Research Unit over a longer census period (May 6 - Aug. 30) indicated 
that the average fisherman caught considerabl\' less than one fish per hour 
(about .75) but the species composition of the catch was about the same at 
that recorded by the Conservation Commission's shorter period of censusing. 
It is quite reasonable to expect success to diminish after July 1, 
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During the past few years there has been considerable discussion con
cerning the value of creel data based on completed fishing trips against 
incomplete fishing trips. About 20 per cent of the contacts made at Clear 
Lake were completed trips. When results of the completed trips are com
pared with the combined data from both completed and incompleted trips 
(normal results from a straight contact type census) the fish per hour 
figure is slightly higher for completed trips. But as one might expect, the 
fish per man data is important from tie standpoint of a ''complete'' census 
or total harvest picture but not in a censusing method based only on a 
small sample of the fishermen using the lake in any one season. 

Easi_Q~Qboji: East Okoboji experienced a severe winter kill in the 
northern half of the lake during the winter of 1955-56. This winter kill 
eliminated large numbers of more desirable game and pan fish leaving the 
bullheads to furnish the bulk of the fishing. Bullheads have always been 
the important fish in this lake, comprising 50 to 75 per cent of the total 
catch each year, and this y?ar 90 per cent of the catch. The rate of catch 
fell to about one fish per hour, somewhat below the 1955 figure and lower 
than the five year average (Table 1). 

West__Q~oboji.:_ This lake has been a consistent producer of fish during 
the past 10 years. The early 1956 season failed to measure up to the 1955 
season and fell slightly below the success of the five-year average (Table 1). 
Bullheads were first in importance in the catch during this period, composing 
45 per cent of the fish creeled. Perch, one of the more popular species 
fished for during winter, were second in importance, making up 20 per cent 
of the total catch. This was a decided increase over the last two years 
when perch comprised only 4 and 7 per cent of the total catch in 1954 and 
1955 respectively. Walleye fishing was considerably poorer than in 1955 
but about the same as 1954, comprising 8 per cent of the catch in 1956. 
Bluegills and crappies were also important in the catch during this early 
summer period. The phenomenal smallmouth bass fishing in this lake took 
place just after the close of this census period and will be noted in the 
summary of the yearly census figures. 



The 1956 Artificial Lakes and Reservoir Fisheries Survey 

Jim Mayhew 
Fisheries Biologist 
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During the summer of 1956, 20 state-owned, and 19 city water supply 
reservoirs were surveyed to sample the adult fish population present, and 
determine the magnitude of reproduction during the current year. This is 
an all time high in the number of impoundments surveyed by the joint co
operation of the Biology and Fisheries Sections of the Iowa Conservation 
Commission. 1 

The method and equipment used for these inventories was essentially 
the same as the past two years. A 230 volt alternating current "shocker" 
was the primary sampling device. Under certain conditions the sample size 
was enlarged by the use of two modified pound nets, and a 60 foot, one
quarter inch mesh drag seine. This ge~r also was used when additional 
effort was desired for one particular species, which was difficult to cap
ture with the shocker. 

In the fisheries inventory of the lakes several sampling problems had 
to be taken into consideration. Generally these were (1) selectiveness 
of one type of equipment, (2) severe sloping contours of the bottom, (3) 
extremely clear water, and (4) dense vegetation due to low water levels. 

The shocker boat was propelled slowly along the shoreline by outboard 
motor in water six to eight feet deep. An observer in the front of the boat 
counted and recorded all fish that could be easily identified in a pre
determined time period (time periods were usually of twenty minutes duration). 
Several size groups of each species of fish were picked up in dip nets by the 
observer for measuring and obtaining scale samples. 

Along with the routine fisheries survey a check for the occurrence of 
thermal and chemical stratification was made on each impoundment. Temper
ature readings were taken at three foot interfals by a series of maximum
minimum thermometers. Any drop in temerature of 1.6 degrees Fahrenheit per 
foot of depth was considered as the location of the thermocline. Several 
dissolved oxygen samples were taken at various depths of establish the extent 
of chemical stratification. 

Description of the ,Lakes. ond Gr:.oupinq by Ch3racterist~cs ., 
... 

In tho ,Pils,t sov:.ral yc,')rs,.roports on ·anm.:al fishq,r.ios surv.oy have. 
usually cons'idercd cooch lJk,, individually .• · Since thor0 were so many more 
lakes surveyed this year it woulil.be difficult to discuss each lake separately 
and keep the report as a reasonable length without forfieting the value of the 
data. Hence, instead of considering each lake individually the impoundments 
were divided into groups by similar characteristics of topography, morphometry, 
fish populations, and location. 

1. The author wishes to express his gratitude to the men from the Drakes
ville Fisheries Station for their assistance during survey. Special 
thanks is due to Dale Stufflebeam for his help in orientation to most 
of the lakes, a1d history of past fisheries management in the areas. 
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Group l 

This group includes most of the state-owned artificial lakes and several 
reservoirs, In this group are the following lakes; Lake Geode, Williamson 
Reservoir, Red Haw Hill, Lake Keomah, Lake Ahquabi, Nine Eagles Lake, Cold 
Springs Lake, Lake of the Three Fires, Springbrook Lake, Commerce Reservoir, 
Lacey-Keosauqua, and Lake Wapello. 

The lakes are characterized by their similar wooded shorelines, relat
ively deep basins, and moderate to extremely steep sloping bottom contours. 
Almost all the impoundments in this group have some degree of thermal and 
chemical stratification. The fisheries population in t ese lakes are usually 
fairly stable, and vary only slightly due to exceptionally strong year classes 
of one species of fish. Reproduction during the summer of 1956 was considered 
only fair (Table 1). Bluegill and largemouth bass reproduction was good in most 
of the lakes, but crappie apparently failed to reproduce with any success. 
Adult game-fish populations are reasonably high following two years of extreme 
drought. Growth rates are above average in most of these areas. 

Problem lakes, of course, do exist in this group, but are rather infre
quent and are usually of only a temporary occurrence. Most of the problems 
evolve from (1) overcrowded conditions and poor growth due to one or more 
strong year classes of one species, (2) ill-balanced populations because of 
poor predator-prey relationship, and (3) over-population of undesirable 
species, such as carp and suckers. 

This group of lakes is characterized by their similar shallow basin, open 
or unwooded shorelines, and gentle sloping bottom contours. Most of these 
impoundments do not have well defined thermal stratification, but may have 
temporary oxygen depletions at the bottom during summer months. Lakes in
cluded in this group are Lake Darling, Diamond Lake (Montezuma), Green Valley 
Lake, Rock Creek Lake, and Allerton Reservoir. 

In 1956 reproduction in all these lakes was generally poor except fo1:' 
bluegills (Table 2). Sub-adult and adult populations are at the present ex
ceptionally high, Most of these lakes were effected greatly by two years of 
below normal rainfall, which may account for the low reproduction of most 
fish. Th&:populations in this group have a tendency to fluctuate more readily 
than the Group I impoundments. Growth rates are about average for this type 
of habitat, but crowded conditions and stunting often develop quite rapidly 
when a strong year class of fish apnears. This is usually not apparent when 
only one class is abundant, but rather on the occurrence of two successive 
strong year classes. 

Management of these lakes has generally been directed toward the bullhead 
because of the representative habitat. Reproduction of this species is very 
static, and stocking of adults is periodically required if the population is 
maintained in catchable abundance. Limited largemouth bass fishing occurrs 
periodically, with bluegill and crappie angling available mostly in the spring 
of the year. 
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This group of lakes consists of largely city water supply reservoirs. 
For the most part they are all relatively unfertile, and treated with copper 
sulfate for algae and vegetation control. In several of the lakes this 
routine treatment is often rather heavy and excessive, Many of the impound
ments in this group are stratified during the summer, but this is dependent 
upon the depth and protection from wind action. One outstanding characteristic 
of the smaller reservoirs is the fluctuation of water levels, which may vary 
up to eight feet within one season. The lakes included in this group are; 
Fairfield Reservoirs, Albia Reservoirs, Centerville Reservoirs, Osceola City 
Reservoirs, McKinely Lake, Ellis Lake, Morris Lake, Corydon Reservoir, Binder 
Lake, Lock Ayr, Mt. Ayr Reservoir, Nodaway Lake, Afton Reservoirs, and Fisher 
Lake. 

Reproduction of major game-fish species during the current year was very 
poor in this group of lakes (Table 3), In several of these impoundments there 
was revealed a definite year class failure of largemouth bass and bluegill for 
the past two years. At many areas the adult largemouth bass populations are 
entirely adequate, but are often only very large specimens, In this case if 
there were no year classes to replace the adult populations, recommendations 
were made to supplement the population with fingerling and yearling bass sto
cking. 

The adult crappie and bluegill populations are extremely static and vary 
considerably over a short period of time, One species will dominate the pop
ulations in the lake for a short time (two or three year), and then be replaced 
by the other, or in some instances by a secondary year class. In many cases 
the stunted gear class will be accompanied by a good population of extremely 
large specimens of the same species. Reproduction of the opposing species is 
very poor in the meantime. Probably when this situation occurrs there exist 
a break in the food chain, wherein growth rates become progressively worse 
because of a food shortage. Corrective measures are needed badly in most of 
these lakes, and should include an attempt at species control by partial and 
selective rotenone treatment. 

Group 1 V 

This group consists of the oxbow and river bottom 
lakes are shallow, turbid, and of slough type habitat. 
the Colyn Lakes in Lucas County are man-made; whereas, 
Odessa are natural lakes. 

lakes. Most of these 
Brown's Slough and 

Lake Manawa and Lake 

Reproduction during 1956 was poor to good depending upon the area. Lake 
Manawa had good reproduction of bluegill and white bass, Lake Odessa had re
production of shad only, and Brown's Slough had a large hatch of bullheads 
(Table 4). Adult populations are usually considered high and are apparently 
rather stable. Rough fish are a definite problem in some of these lakes, and 
intensive seining and removal has been a continuous project. 
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This year marked the first fisheries survey of Brown's Slough since 
it was constructed in 1954. The slough was initially stocked during that 
year with largemouth bass and bluegill. To date the species list also 
includes crappie, channel catfish, bullhead, and carp. Stocking of these 
totally undesirable species in this area has undoubtedly been by the un
knowing angler and his persistance to stock fish for his own desires. 
Management techniques under such conditions are throughly handicapped in 
their long range effects. 

General Observations and Discussion 

During the most part of 1955 and 1956 southern Iowa has been in a 
period of extreme drought. Rainfall dificit in this district ranged up 
to 16.4 inches during the time, Most of the impoundments have been ef
fected to varying extents. A few of the lakes were not effected greatly, 
but most of the city water supply reservoirs had critically low water levels. 

It is doubtful that the drought fiad'· any appreciable effect on the 
adult populations in the lakes, but may have curtailed reproduction of late 
spawning fish. During the major part of the spawning season water levels 
were receeding very rapidly. This could quite possibly cause nests to be 
stranded on dry land. A few nests in shallow water were observed frequently 
at Red Haw Hill and were found abandoned shortly after water levels dropped 
rapidly. 

The excessive growth of vegetation due to the drought could also alter 
the population balance in the near future. Protection from predation would 
undoubtedly favor the bluegill and crappie, and be a disadvantage to the 
largemouth bass. Hence, with protection from heavy predation there is a 
chance of overcrowding of pan-fish in the next few years. 

Although it is virtually impossible to discuss general observations 
that could fit all impoundments there are a few apparent in most lakes, 
They are as follow: 

1. Reproduction of largemouth bass was considered fair in 1956. 

2. Bluegill reproduction was generally good in artificial lakes. 

3. Crappie apparently failed to reproduce in most impoundments 
during the past season. 

4, Drought conditions had little effect on the adult populations, 
but may have hindered reproduction of largemouth bass and crappie. 

5. Several lakes in each group have definite population balanc~ 
problems, and it is recommended that a representative lake in 
each group be selected for detailed study. 

See tables 1, 2, 3 & 4 next pages. 
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Table 1. The relative abundance of young-of-the-year, yearling, and adult fish 

captured by fisheries survey crew in Group 1 Lake, 1956. 

-------------- ---------------------------------Lm. Bass Bluegill Crappie Bullhead Perch Catfish Carp 
LAKE ______ ilf.J::QS Yg_ Yr_il(! ______________________________ 
Geode 205 A R C A C A A R C * * * * * " 1. ~· * * * 
Williamson 27 R * 1\ R A A ... "' * * ... * * ... * * * * " Red Haw 72 A c c c A c * c c R R c R * R * R * 

,. .. 
Keomah 82 A c c A c c R R A * * c A c R ., 

* A +~ c 
Ahquabi 150 A A A A A A R R A * * * * * c * R * * R 
Nine Eagle 56 A c c A R A * * * * * * * * * * * 7:· 7\· * Cold Spring 16 A A A A R A * *' ,, 

* * c * * * * * * * * Three Fires 125 R R c c c A R R A * * * * * * * * * * c 
Commerce 200 c A c A A A * R c * * * * * * ;(· * ... -X- R 
Keosauqua 27 R c c A c c * R ... * * R * * ... ~. 

* * * * McBride 152 R c c c c c * c c * * * * * * .. * * 'l<· A 
WaP.el~o 287 c c A A A A * c A * * R R R c * •· c R c ---- -
A---Abundant C---Common R---Rare *---not taken in survey 

Table 2. The relative abundance of young-of-the-year, yearling, and adult fish 

captured in Group 11 by survey crew, 1956. 

----,L,_.m-.-Ba s s B 1 ueg ill Cr a pp i e-B""u-l~l;-;h-e-a--,d:--Pe-rc-ch---:.- Cat£~5 h-,-. .-Carp 
LAKE ---~-Xg_Yf. Ad_Xg_Yr_M__X9....Yf. Ad Yg Yr Ad Yii::.;Ytl;Ad'Yq Yr Ad Yg Yr Ad 
Dar 1 inC] 30-2 A R R A A C * R A C R A * * * '* * R * * * 
Diamo[ild 110 C C C A C C * 'l<· A *· * * R R C * * ., *' * * 
Green Valley 400 * C A R A A * R C * * R *· * * * * R * * * 
Rock Creek 640 A A C A A C C * A * * * * * * • * * * * * 
Alli£.£12!l_ __ _lQQ __ ::::__lL_ii_2:.__Q_~--2-.~- * * C * * * r. * * * * C 

A---Abundant C---Common R---Rare *---not taken in survey 
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Table 3. The relative abundance of young-of-the-year, yearling, and adult fish 

captured in Group III lakes by survey crew, 1956, 

Lm. Bass Bll>egill Crappie 
LAKEL __ Acres_tg_yr_Ad_Xg_}):_Ad Xg_Yr Ad 

Bullhead Y.Bass Catfish Carp 
Xg_:ff~QXg_:ff Ad Yg Yr AdYg Yr Ad 

Fairfield 1 75 
Fairfield 2 20 
Centerville 100 
Albia (Up) 35 
Albia (Low) 25 
McKinely 50 
Osceola (E) 25 
Osceola ( W) 30 
Ellis 110 
Morris 200 
Corydon 125 
Binder 150 
Look Ayr 135 
Mt. Ayr 15 
Nodawav__ 50 

A---Abundant 

* R 
* R 
R C 

* * 
* * 
R R 
R R 
* 7:-

R A 
* A 
* * 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
~-

R * * 
c * * 
C C A 
C R C 
R * C 
A * * 
C C A 

c * " 
A 
A 

A C A R 
C C A A 

C * * A 
RRAC*A 
**CAC~· 

* C A A A A 
* _R"-_,A.,_ _ _.,C'--'-'A'--A 

* 

·K 

* 
* 
R 

* 
~-

* 

C---Common R---Rare 

* A 
* * 
* R 
* * 
* * 
C A 
* +:

* A 
* c 
* c 
C A 
* c 
C A 

* * 
fc C 

* * A * * * * * * * * * 
**A*** 
* * C * « A 
7<-*·X- 7<-*C 

* * C R A A 
* * 7:- 7!· 7{- * 
* * c * * * 
-X-** **i<-
*** *?<·* 
~-*R *** 
**~·**A 

* * * * * * 
~-~-c **A 
* * C * * R 
* * * * * * 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
~-

** ?:-?:·* 

* * * * * 
* * * * -)\
*•X- *** 
* * * * A 

* * * * * 
~-A*** 

* R * * A 
** *~·c 

R R * * C 
* * * * R 
~-* **C 

* * * * * 
~-R *** 

*---not taken in survey, but may be present 
some in lake~. 

Table 4. The relative abundance of young-of-the-year, young-of-the-year, 

yearling, and adult fish captured in Group lV lakes by survey crew, 1956,_ 

-------------- ----------Lm. Bass Bluegill Crappie Walleye Y. Bass Bullhead Shad Carp 
f:[',!S§._ AC££L_:fg_:ff_[',g __ ':{g_yr_[',g __ yg__yr_Ad ___ Ad __ :Jsj_Yr Ad Yg YrAd_ygyrAd YgYrAd 
Brown's S. 200 ~ C A * A A * A ~- * * * * C * * '' * * * ·* R 
OdflsSa 2700 * * C * * C * * A A * * C * * * A A C * * A 
~wa_ __ 952 __ 2___8 __ g___:::, _ _:__g __ E * A ~ A C * * * C A_[',_C * * A 

A---Abundant C---Common R---Rare *---not taken in survey but may be present 
in lake. 



A Brief Discussion of Factors Known to Influence Mass 

Fall Migrations of Waterfowl in Iowa. 

James G. Sieh 
Waterfowl Biologist 
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Weather conditions sui tablG for mass fall migration of waterfowl into the 
Mississippi Flyway could be forecast vlith accuracy. The U. S, Fish and Wild
lifG Scrvic2 in cooperation with the U. S, Weather Bureau could provide weather 
and waterfowl infoJ.'Dahon direc-: to radio and television outlets. This timely 
information v1ould help the ave:'c:Je duck hunter in Iowa to prepare for a suc
cessful duck hunting trip. Public demand for such hunting information could 
make this servicG available to the public. 

Briefly, spectacula;, mass fall migrations of waterfowl are not observed every 
year, but require large nufllbers of ducks in the no:-thern U. S. and Canada coinciding 
r1i th 3 continental weather po.ttern w:1ich "triggers" a simultaneous exodus of a 
:: occics or. ~.everal SDeciGs,., r::"::· ·'::' ... ' · · ~:n.~·:"r:)ectacular fall mass migrations in at least several decades occuc·red last year on November 1 and 2, 1955 (Sieh, 
19':>6). This flight ms observed throughout Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska and pro-
:Jclbl;' eoctended beyouncl these bouncaries east and west. 

Ccnerally spGPking, blue-winged teal are known to migrate in Ss;otember, 
rrj.he~ds 2.nd r.&nvasback during mid-October, and scaup and mallard in Noverr.ber. 
Ecchk,u~l ( l.92Jj) states' "Through faJ.l departure occurs at about the same time each 
yee", ·.·:n'Chcr h~s a "trigger effect" which influences the Olcact day when mass 
,,.,_~;rat'.o:J '"El start. R"lgar'l'.ess of the stage of the autumn ----mild September 
::r c::lc: !:~vcdJer -, ... mJss fall migrations begin with the arrival of clear sky 
il'1Cc fGL' \':e2thc.c of the anticyclone; but once started, migration may overtake 
~n:J continue through bad weather." 

Dc.n·ins t;,o last seven years, three mass fall migrations have been observed 
in IC':Ja, The calendar cates were November 8 and 9, 1950; November 20 and 21, 1953; 
;-•:/ Fus:r.be~- 1 and 2, 1955. Weather data have been obtained through the courtesy 
)f the U, S. Weather Bureau and studied to try and determine what weather conditions 
FV:'e respns iblo, c:nd if simil2r conditions could be forecast. Although this study 
: .. 8 incoro~)lrote, s:·me inte.;·esting weather parallels were noted during each mass fall 
cigration on rc.cc;:c-d. J)_:ri:1q e.1ch me.ss fall flight studied, continental air mass 
(pr0ssure syJteC".c) p::n1'.•J2<:i sto.-slg northwesterly winds all the way from the breed
ing grounds 'C0 tLe sulf co'>.~L 'ir.is phenomenon, known as pressure pattern flying, 
has been scrtttini7nd bJ orn~'hnlo~ist~ (Bagg, et all. 1948, 1950), Unfortunately, 
very little l:c;c; bum ·;•-.'~'~':en C:)n::el'ning the rol<:' of fall mass migration of water
fowl ar.c.: tho ','~""·e--o·"f2c·:: J:-,lationshi:) of pressure--pattern flying. Hochbaum 
( loo cit) h21; recent:;. y h·ectted this subject well, but the overall continental 
pictur3 necC; ~oJ:e ~;i;~_;dy (,:-.-:.~ r~:Jio:·l;.1l clc.::."ific(ltion. 



In the lakes region of northwest Iowa fall migration of mallard and 
scaup is usually preceeded sev0ral weeks by a much smaller migration of 
miscellaneous species coinciding with cold weather and the first hart' 
freeze"'UP of shallow waters to the north. Usually a few thousand water
fowl including some mallard, scaup, ring-necked duck and other divers 
arrive during the hours of darkness. These transients rest throughout 
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the day on the larger lakes, and resume migration the following evening 
about sundown. Coincidentally or not, a strong northwest wind and clear or 
clearing skies generally prevail about sundown; even though the preceeding 
daylight hours may or may not have been overcast or windy. Apparently 
these waterfowl anticipate optimum flight conditions at the sundown hour, 
or other unknown reasons resume their migratory journey at this time of day. 

Mass fall migration in the lakes region of northwest Iowa is a much 
more spectacular event. The larger lakes provide temporary resting areas_ 
for many, many thousands of mallards and lesser numbers of divers, esp
ecially scaup, The mallards appear to migrate in leap-frog waves through
out the daylight hours. The majority of mallards fly just>·ahead, through, 
and behind the greatest storm activity. Apparently some birds rest and 
feed, however, the majority of migrants ultimately ride with the wind and 
bad weather. A small proportion of the mallards filter out along the 
migratory pathway remaining in local areas for several days or weeks as 
temporary residents. The major waves of mass fall migration have been of 
approximately 24 hours duration in northwest Iowa. A south-southeasterly 
course was maintained each time with little or no variations between in
dividual flocks of migrating birds. Divers have presented a somewhat dif
ferent picture in that they tend to accumulate upon the larger lakes and 
leave throughout the sundown hour resuming migration. I8olated flocks of 
divers during the daylight hours have been the exception rather than the 
rule. 

Hochbaum (loc cit) has explained the "trigger effect" which influences 
the exact day when mass migration will start. Briefly, weath'r maps studied 
on the dates of Iowa's recorded mass migration indicate troughs of south
easterly winds down the great plains from Canada to the Gulf. These winds 
originated from large high pressure systems in arctic ahd were facilitated 
by a series of highs and lows supporting the southeasterly winds and descend
ing foul weather.sfrom the north on a broad front east and west across the 
great plains. Although there was no identical pattern of high and low 
pressure districution in continental north America during each mass fall migration 
observed, the weather conditions suitable for mass migration most certainly 
could be forecast as probable "fowl weather". 

u. S. Weather Bureau personnel of the Waterloo, Iowa station indicated 
this weather pattern usually initiates a major change-over from autumnal in
stability to a more stable pattern of winter weather. This rather abrupt change
over from fall weather to winter is a recognizeable meterological fact. 
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AGE OF QUAIL IN THE HUNTER'S BAG 

1955 

By M. E. Stempel 
Quail Biologist 

30, 

Study of theage of game shot by hunters revealed that successful seasons 
resulted from populations of varying composition. In quail hunting sometimes 
it was birds hatched during early summer that made up a large part of those 
shot; again, those produced later in July or August were more plentiful. 

In this study, dates were determined by examining wings furnished by 
hunters. This showed the age of young and thus hatching peaks became known. 
Using this as a basis, it was learned that nesting was to a certain extent, 
governed by the amount of favorable weather. This also may be appli~ to 
future seasons. It was evident that in 1956 quail had ample opportunity to 
hatch during much of the summer although spring was late and cold. 

Method of Securing Wings 

Conservation Officers located in the quail range and hunter cooperators 
who expressed interest in this work were asked to keep one wing from each quail 
shot. Some of the men used a different container for the take of the trip. 
They also recorded date, place, and in some instances, the sex of quail shot. 

Method Qf Classification 

For study purposes the wings were firstclassified according to county of 
origin. When date of kill was unknown, wings were identified by the stage of 
development of flight primaries; thus young were distinguished from the old. 
When date of kill was known the age could be determined for young less than 150 
days old. If over this, the young were listed in a single category. Those 
over one year old were identified by blunt or by brown outer primary flight 
feathers. 

RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION 

Table l - Per cent of Young Quail in the Hunter's Bag. 

YEAR 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 

1946 - 1955 

-------------- PER C£NT_QE_YO\!_NG_Q\!_AIL._ __ _ 
85.7 
82.7 
87.2 
88.2 
83.1 
85.6 
87.0 
83.4 
90.0 
89.0 1955 ____ . ·-------
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Of the 2410 wings that were in condition to be handled there was 
information on date and place of kill for 676, Some wings were in sealed 
containers. Many of these decayed. 

Dated wings came from Appanoose, Clarke, Davis, Decatur, Lucas, Monroe, 
Ringgold, Van Buren, Wapello and Wayne counties. Data from the usable wing 
sample indicated that hatching began late in May, and rose to a peak.:in the 
forepart of July; which is the same as in 1954. Quail over 150 days old a
mounted to 62 per cent while in 1954 the figure was 55 per cenU 

Though the 1955 and 1954 springs were not identical the hatching periods 
were under way at about the same time, and the bulk of young came off during 
July. There were local changes. Some of this undoubtedly came about because 
of a change in opening dates. In other words, the later 1955 opening prevented 
collecting of the very young birds that appeared some other years. No attempt 
was made to measure this possible change. 

There was a high percentage in the group that had reached 150 days of age, 
and which was collected throughout the 1955 shooting season. This was greater 
than in 1954. Hatching peal<:ed in July and fell off gradually through Septellll:li!X'; 
In the following table the percentage in three age groups are given. 

Table 2 - Age Variations in Young Quail Bagged During November Expressed 
as per cent of Year Class. 

-------------- ----
Hatcb.i!JfL.Year: __ l=l2Q_~Qld ___ l61-!49 Days Old_.J..::i_O Days C-ld or Old;:,;er=----
1950 ;~9 24 37 
1951 59 27 12 
1952 40 ll 48 
1953 37 24 37 
1954 32 11 57 
!955 -- 66_ _______ 22 ___________ .21_ ____ _ 

Data from other seasons on quail indicated that the various hatching 
periods were characterized by certain features. Though in 1950 spring was 
late, fall shooting was good. The 1951 spring was st1ll later in arriving, 
also it was wet, cold, and otherwise generally unslilitable so that as a result 
only 12 per cent of the bag of young was the desirable mature size quail. The 
1952 spring warmed up early. It was considered normal, and 48 per cent of the 
young were over 150 qays old. The 1953 season was poor in some spots and good 
in others though the spring was similar to that of the previous year. Spot
tiness may have been due to destructive summer storms that occured in some areas. 
The 1954 spring was warm. A late August wet apell added to the hatching season, 
and hunting was good as a result. In the 1955 warm weather of April and May 
was interrupted by a cooler June. Hunting was fair to good. The indicated 
harvest of young was probably beneficial since this removed the least mature 
that would not reach full size before cold weather set in. Table three below 
gives the number of young as a percentage of the bag taken at various times 
during the season. 
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Table 3 - Per cent of Matured-size Young Quail in the Hunter's Bag by 
Hunting Periods During the 1953-55 Seasons. 

Per Cent ~l50-d7a_y_s_o~--

!:!untillil._Period ------ 1953 12.2.1.__ -'1"';9':':5::'5'----
November l-15 * 35 33 34 
November 16-30 53 61 67 
December l-15 90 84 79 
* For the first-timeln rec;.:;t-y;;;:;:;;-the s;;-;;;;;;n opened N;;vember 5 
instead of November 1. This was in 1955, 

Thompson and Kabat (1950) suggested that the stage of moult in the 
adult quail should correspond to the stage if moult in the young. Early 
moult and early maturity of new primary feathers in both young and adults •.">l'.¢'': 
should follow an early hatching season. The percentage of adult wings 
with mature plumage in December 1955 was 44 per cent while in 1954 this 
figure was 3 per cent. 

A partial record is available of the sex of quail killed by some 
coooerators in the dated wing project. From this record the take by 
sex was: in 1951, 92 hens ~er 100 cocks; in 1952 and 1953 104 h~s 
per 100 cocks; while in 1954 this figure was 90 hens per 100 cocks; 
and in 1955 it amounted to 90 hens to 100 cocks. 

Summary 

l, In a sample of quail wings taken by hunters in 1955 there were 
2,410 wings of which 89 per cent were of young birds. 

2. Quail hunting was fair to good in most areas and a large part 
of the bag were of older young quail. 

3. A high percentage of adults had completed growth of primary 
feathers by December. 
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Surveys designed to evaluate pheasant rep~oduction success form the 
most important part of the year round program. An over-all picture of 
what the pheasants were doing from month to month during the cri ticaL•·.,::. 
period of early spring and through the sttnmer was drawn from frequent 
checks by conservation officers, rural mail carriers, farmers, and biolo
gists. Records of similar studies taken during previous years were com
pared with the latest findings in order to determine the relative success 
of the present hatch. 

Production of any species begins with the parent stock. Iowa's 1956 
brood stock of pheasants was high. Spring counts indicated an excellent 
carry-over of birds through the winter months. 

Our first indication of hatching success comes from a study of spring 
weather - temperatures in particular. In the past, mean temperatures for 
~tl;'il and May have revea.led the probable success of reproduction. (Table 1). 
A warm early spring denotes high nesting success -- a cool one, poor repro
duction. Temperatures were about normal last spring so we could expect 
average success for the nesting hens. 

Table l. Reproduction Success and Mean Spring Temperatures. 
1951-1956 

----------------------- ----Mean Temperature Reproduction Success 
:fear for.Jill.til and May__ Young per Hen 
1951 5'3,3 3.9 
1952 54.8 4.3 
1953 51.9 3.4 
1954 54.1 3.7 
1955 60.0 5.2 
.!.952 ___________ __2~!.2_ ______________ ~-1·2 __ ~---

The Weekly Weather and Crop Bulletin reported that the first cutting 
of alfalfa was behind the early cutting of 1955, but about on schedule with 
the nine year average. 

There were 129 cards returned by cooperating farmers last spring with 
information on nests and hens seen while cutting the first crop of hay. The 
reported 22 per cent more nests in hayfields in 1956 than were seen in 1955, 
Table 2. This increase was due mainly to a higher population of hens and 
partly to later nesting activity caused by cooler temperatures. Only eight 
broods were checked this year compared wi U. 28 a y·~ar ago, and more hens 
were killed or injured per 100 acres of hay cut. 
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Table 2. Results of Farmer Cooperator Nesting Survey for 1955 - 1956, 

_____________ ------ ·--=--=====- 195s--::-_:=_ __ l256 __ _ 
Acres of hay cut 4,892 3.823 
Number of nest seen 330 3.5 
Nests seen ;)2r 100 acres 6, 7 8,2 
Average number of eggs per nest 9.6 9.1 
Number of nests hatched 30 32 
Number of hens reported injured 74 63 
Hens reported injured per 100 acres 1.5 1,6 
Number of hens reported killed 65 66 
Number of hens reported killed per 100 acres 1.3 1. 7 
Number of broods reported 28 8 
6Y£!~~~ber_i~-£~£h-2£QOd~------------------lQ~----___lQ.o ___ _ 

Rural mail carriers made their summer reporduction count during the 
last week of July. They reported 813 broods during the period which was 
a substantial increase over the 505 broods reported in 195''• HoweviJr, weather 
condi tiona are an im,>ortant limiting factor in the number of birds observed 
during mid-day, and for that reason, this count is not used as a population 
survey. It was very hot and dry for the 1955 count which no doubt lowered 
the number of broods reported. Temperatures were near normal this year 
with light showers in the northern third of the state. The carriers reported 
2.3 young per hen compared with 2.7 a year ago. According to this survey, 
the brood size remained about the same while the percentage of hens seen 
with broods decreased. The average for the period 1951-1955 was 2.4 
juveniles for each hen, (Table 3). 

Table 3. Rural Mail Carriers Brood Counts 1951-1956. 

----------------·---------···--------------------1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
A~~~;~ brood-si~e ----5:9~:3--5~9-6:5-~~~0-
Per cent of hens with broods 39% 41% 36% 38/6 43% 38% 
Youn~r aduli_ht~----·-------------6~~--6~§ __ 2 • .±_ __ 6.5 __ 2.7 ~ 

The primary survey to measure pheasant reproduction was taken by conservation 
officGrs from July 15th to August 15th. This includes the results of the sight 
record count as well as the regular August roadside check. They reported 2,165 
broods during the period with a total of 12,806 chicks. They also saw 876 hens 
without broods. The young per hen figure dropped from 5.2 in 1955 to 4.2 in 
1956 which WJS equal to the previous 6-year average. A lower percentage of 
hens was reported with broods this year and the average brood size decr.?ased. 
Pheasant reproduction appeared to be best in aortheast, central and east central 
Iowa, (Table 4), 



Table 4, District Results for Conservation Officers Brood Counts for 
1956 - Statewide Hesults for 1951-1956. 

Young per Average Percentage of 
:-:--:-:----------&!!dl t_l:Jgn ___ Broo£L;3t~Q_s _.J:lfl!llUYith Broods 
Northwest 3.8 5.5 68% 
North central 3.9 5.4 73% 
Northeast 4.5 6,5 70% 
West central 4.0 6.4 62% 
Central 5.4 6.7 80% 
East central 4.9 6.4 76% 
Southern 3 distri£1~_-.i.:.~- 6.5 70(f ____ _ 
stateT951 3.9 6.2 62% 
State 1952 4.3 6.6 66% 
State 1953 3.4 6.4 53% 
State 1954 3.7 5.7 64% 
State 1955 5.2 6.8 77% 
§.tat.Q_l22~ ______ 4.2 _______ 2_,_2_ ______ 7l~L ______ _ 
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Hatching success in Franklin county was down according to the author's 
survey in this area, results were similar to those for the state as a whole, 
(Table 5), 

Table 5. Pheasant Reproduction Counts in Franklin County for Past Five Years. 

Youngp;;----~erag~----Per~ntag~r 

------- Aq)dlt !:IQ!l__ BroQd Size Hens w.ti!l.J2roods __ _ 
1952 5.3 6,5 82% 
1953 3.1 6.0 52% 
1954 4,6 6.3 74% 
1955 5.2 6. 7 78% 
1.22§. _______ 4. 3 _______ Q.J._ _____ __Il% -----

A total of 84 broods was observed closely enough to estimate their ages. 
The peak of 1956 hatching occured about 12 days later than in 1955. 

Iowa's 1956 fall population of pheasants is expected to be down slightly 
from the 1955 crop. More hens produced fewer chicks this year. Results of 
the August roadside count revealed a population decrease of eight per cent. 
Northeast and east central districts recorded increases while the rest of the 
state remained about the same or experienced a loss of birds. 

Summary 

1. This report includes results of all pheasant reproduction studies made in 
1956. 

2. Lower temperatures during April and May delayed nesting activity. Mean 
spring temperatures indicated an average hatch. 
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3. Farmer cooperators reported 22 per cent more nests in hayfields this year. 
More hens were killed or injured. 

4. Results of the rural mailcarrier count showed a normal hatch. 

5. Reproduction success for the state was equal to the six-year average of 
the officers summer survey. Best results were obtained in northeast, 
central and east central Iowa. 

6. A normal hatch was observed in Franklin county. 
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THE DEER SITUATION , OCTOBER 1, 1956. 

Paul D. Kline 
Game Biologist 
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The February, 1956, deer survey conducted by conservation officers re
veals our deer popul ation has s t abilized or increased slightly in total numbers. 
The indicated herd of 10,811 deer is up from the 1955 estimate of 10,674 after 
a known fall harvest of 3,035 anima l s . 

As Table 1 il lustrates, Allamakee county again had more deer than any other 
with a reported herd of 1,000. Other northeast counties reported: Jackson, 480; 
Clayton, 400; and Dubuque , 350. Western counties with high counts were: Monona, 
465; Woodbury, 365 ; and Pottawattamie, 342. One county, Grundy, reported no deer. 

By agriculture areas (Table 2) the northeast has most with 2,511. Next 
is the west central area with 1,829 deer; whil e the east central had 1,351. 
Fewest deer were r eportedly in the southeast where off icers estimated the herd 
at 669. 

Because deer are essential ly woodland or brushl and species we should ex-
pect the most deer where we have the most ungrazed woodland. Table 1 r eveals this 
is not true in all of Iowa. Allamakee county ranks first in number of deer and 
second in acres of unpastured woodland. However, Monona county ranks third in 
number od deer and 21st in acres of unpastured woodl and; and Ha ncock county ranks 
22nd in number of deer and 99th in acres of ungrazed woodland . 

Tabulat8d by agricultural areas (Tabl e 2) we s ee a much clearer picture of 
the unbalanced nature of our deer herd . Whi l e t he southeast and south centra l have 
16.7 and 15.4 percent respectively of the state ' s ungrazed woodland, they have 
but 6.2 and 10.8 percent of the deer herd. 

Tabl e 1. Comparisons of deer populations with acres of woodland in each county . 

--------------- --------------Ungrazed * Total 1953# 1956 
County Wood l and Wood l and Deer Deer 
______________ i.&£rg§.L _____ . ____ _i. Ac~§.L ____ gs t ima t e Estimate 

Clayton ~· - 23,957 2- 98, 169 3 - 800 4 - 400 
Allarnakee 2 - 20,895 1 -113,942 2 -1,000 1 -1,000 
Lee 3 :.. 12,469 3 72,717 93 10 47 83 
Wash ington 4 - 10 , 281 20 - 36,732 62 - 53 61 - 37 
Van Buren 5 -10 ,173 4 62,685 83 - 18 64 - 55 

Winneshiek 6 - 9 ,364 9 ... 52,145 36 - 105 16 - 150 
Iowa 7 ~ 9,345 26 - 33, 891 17- 196 30 - 107 
Harrison 8 - 8 ,973 14 - 38,902 10· - 234 13 - 178 
Dubuque 9 8 ,830 6 53, 505 16 200 6 350 
Linn 10 - 8,365 16 - 37,096 66 - 45 18 - 140 

Jones 11 - 8, 185 19 - 36, 958 59 - 56 31 - 102 
Johnson 12 - 8,043 32 - 30,903 55 - 77 40 - 94 
Appanoose 13 - 7,933 10 - 51,202 52 - 84 43 - 93 
Marien 14 - 7,658 13 - 39,269 74 - 31 59 - 61 
Fayette 15 - 7,461 12 - 42,580 57 - 75 47 - 80 

* Dat a f rom 1950 census compilation. # Wint er estimates by Cons ervat i on off i cers. 
' Number s preceedi ng dashes i n each col umn r ep!Desent numerica l order of abund-
ance from coun t y havi ng mos t (1) t o l eas t (99 ). . 
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Pottawattamia 16 - 7,404 39 - 24,666 1 -1,500 7 - 342 
Madison 17 - 7,401 11 - 43,333 25 - 152 25 - 118 
Keokuk 18 - 7,029 27 - 32,680 56 - 76 32 - 100 
Monroe 19 - 6,827 8 51,370 22 164 28 111 
Monona 20 - 6,755 21 - 36,588 15 - 210 3 - 465 

Jackson 21 - 6,746 5 - 76,733 31 - 121 2 - 480 
Wapello 22 - 6,682 18 - 36,995 70 - 37 29 - 110 
Woodbury 23 - 6,547 43 - 21,942 5 - 520 5 - 365 
Decatur 24 - 6,395 7 - 52,337 13 - 223 15 - 170 
Warren 25 - 6,106 41 - 22,838 81 - 20 63 - 56 

Davis 26 - 5,992 22 - 36,436 78 - 24 82 - 37 
Lucas 27 - 5,867 25 - 35,219 38 - 104 14 175 
Fremont 28 - 5,689 54 - 16,356 69 - 37 17 - 142 
Ringgold 29 - 5,674 49 - 17' 784 26 - 150 56 - 65 
Clinton 30 - 5,639 44 - 21,897 67 - 42 33 - 100 

Louisa 31 - 5,563 28 - 31,571 96 - 9 81 - 40 
Guthrie 32 - 5,425 23 - 36,376 9 - 253 8 - 217 
Des Moines 33 - 5,004 15 - 37,305 86 - 14 83 - 35 
Tama 34 - 4,962 42 - 2?,375 51 - 85 51 - 75 
Mills 35 - 4,962 63 - 14,191 33 - 119 29 - 130 

Jefferson 36 - 4,928 30 - 31,213 84 - 15 76 - 42 
Delaware 37 - 4,662 36 ·- 27,614 20 - 175 10 - 200 
Clarke 38 - 4,510 33 - 28,772 39 - 100 25 - 118 
Jasper 39 - 4,307 46 - 21,235 18 - 42 78 - 41 
Mahaska 40 - 4,271 45 - 21,796 60 - 55 34 - 100 

Cedar 41 - 4,159 40 - 24,596 75 - 30 72 - 50 
Polk 42 - 4' 151 38 - 26,083 27 - 145 35 - 100 
Muscatine 43 - 3,978 35 - 28,161 90 - 12 84 - 35 
Henry 44 - 3,946 24 - 36,105 88 - 14 88 - 27 
Dallas 45 - 3,944 29 - 31,509 45 - 93 38 - 96 

Buchanan 46 - 3,752 48 - 18,137 72- 35 68 - 50 
Poweshiek 47 - 3,506 62 - 14,551 99 - 3 98 - 10 
Webster 48 - 3,447 34 - 28,750 50 - 86 46 - 85 
Boone 49 - 3,434 31 - 31,008 24 - 162 67 - 51 
)31ack Hawk 50 - 3,419 51 - 17,460 7 - 260 37 - 98 

Wayne 51 - 3,080 37 - 26,864 77 - 27 52 - 75 
Union 52 - 2,932 52 - 17,350 40 - 100 55 - 73 
Taylor 53 - 2,928 55 - 16,323 41 - lGO 86 - 28 
Bremer 54 - 2,825 58 - 15,389 42 - 100 88 - 45 
Benton 55 - 2,774 50 - 15,505 46 - 92 9 - 215 
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Scott 56 - 2,702 64 - 13,622 91 - 12 87 - 28 
Hardin 57 - 2,538 47 - 18,555 23 - 163 39 - 95 
Montgomery 58 - 2,470 74 - .9.660 89 - 14 60 - 59 
Chickasaw 59 - 2,401 56 - 15,947 49 - 87 67 - 50 
Page 60 - 2,218 57 - 15,895 85 - 15 90 - 23 

Howard 61 - 2,169 71 - 19,738 71 - 37 73 - 45 
Floyd 62 - 2,132 65 - 13,364 37 - 105 36 - 100 
Marshall 63 - 2,033 61 - 14,76<1 54 - 79 54 - 74 
Mitchell 64 - 1,969 66 - 12,069 47 - 92 26 - 115 
Butler 65 - 1,933 60 - 14,937 30 - ::'124 23 - 120 

Cherokee 66 - 1,741 75 - 9,323 19 - 178 21 - 130 
Cass 67 - 1,713 70 - 10,959 86 - 15 77 - 42 
Adair 68 - 1,705 69 - 11,200 32 - 120 44 - 90 
Adams 69 - 1,686 67 - 11,476 64 - 50 92 - 20 
Plymouth 70 - 1,670 72 - 10,483 6 - 381 27 - 115 

Wright 71 - 1,610 76 - :.(;1,282 63 - 50 79 - 40 
Crawford 72 1,589 68 11,201 35 .;. 110 11 200 
Kossuth 73 - 1,550 78 - 7,497 12 - 225 42 - 94 
Greene 74 - 1,533 59 - 15,142 65 - 49 74 - 45 
Story 75 - 1,360 53 - 16,753 80 - 20 93 - 20 

Hamil ton 76 - 1,245 73 - 10,320 43 - 100 41 - 94 
Franklin 77 - 1,224 77- 7,835 92 - 12 80 - 40 
Cerro Gordo 78 - 1,121 81 - 6,257 94 - 10 89 - 25 
Sac 79 - 1,090 82 - 5,840 79 - 23 70 50 
Audubon 80 - 1,009 87 - 4,943 98 - 7 96 - 12 

Buena Vista 81 - 998 79 - 7,466 61 - 54 65 - 55 
Carroll 82 - 993 85 - .,.,5 ,488 76 - 28 85 - 31 
Worth 83 - 848 86 - 5,475 29 - 131 71 - 50 
Humboldt 84 - 946 83 - 5,822 28 - 145 50 - 80 
Winnebago 85 - 944 92 - 2,974 14 - 217 57 - 65 

Shelby 86 - 942 80 - 6,326 4 - 523 12 - 180 
Ida 87 - 888 97 - 2,102 73 - 35 53 - 75 
Palo Alto 88 - 865 90 - 4,145 58 - 60 91 - 21 
O'Brien 89 - 844 93 - 2,703 82 • 20 94 - 20 
Clay 90 - 827 84 - 5,803 34 - 115 19 - 132 

Lyon 91 - 815 91 - 3,-996 8 - 260 48 - 81 
Calhoun 92 - 738 88 - 4,564 97 - 9 97 - ll 
Emmett 93 - 714 89 - 4,425 44 - 99 58 - 64 
Sioux 94 - 615 94 - 2,512 21 - 169 62 - 57 
Osceola 95 - 528 99 - 1,017 53 - 80 95 - 19 

Dickinson 96 - 508 96 - 2,254 18 - 187 66 - 55 
Grundy 97 - 499 92 - 3,658 95 - 10 99 - 0 
Pocahontas 98 - 381 98 - 2,046 48 - 92 75 - 45 
Hancock 99 - 270 95 - 2,482 ll - 233 22 - 126 

Totals 418,130 2,320,501 12,632 10' 811 

----------------
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On the other hand, the west central, northwest, and north central have 
8.7, 2.5, and 3.5 percent respectively of the ungrazed woodland, but sup
port 16.9, 7.4, and 7.9 percent of the deer herd. Other areas appear to be 

. essentially balanced. With this condition we can expect deer trespass trou
ble areas to develop where there are more deer than the woodland will sup
port; very likely, the west central, northwest, and north central. 

Table 2. Numbers and percentages of totals in acres of unpastured woodlands 
in agricultural areas as compared to officers February deer estimates 
for 1953, 1955, and 1956. 

1953 1955 1956 Acres of Unpast-
_[i_s ti[!}iJ.1£L_ ____ !:i.§.ii~a te ~---[i_§.t ima t§.§._ __ .J!.!:§.<L!}!ood l §.!22,__ 

Area Number Per- Number Per- Number Per- Number Per-
of cent of cent of cent of cent 
Deer of Deer of Deer of Acres of 

______________ Iota_l ______ TotaL _______ IQ:!:al _____ _IQ:!:iJ.L __ 

Southeast 325 2.6 510 

South central 1,102 8.7 1,039 

Southwest 1,970 15.6 1,280 

West central 2,001 15.9 1,790 

Northwest 1,675 13.3 908 

North central 1,344 10.6 1,120 

Northeast 2,874 22.7 2,090 

East central 683 5.4 1,165 

Central 988 7.8 774 

Totals 12,632 10,674 

4.8 669 6.2 

9.7 1,168 10.8 

11.9 876 8.1 

16.7 1,829 16.9 

8.5 794 7.4 

10.5 855 7.9 

19.5 2,511 23.2 

10.9 1,351 12.6 

7.2 741 6.9 

10,811 

69,656 16.7 

64,383 15.4 

30,775 7.4 

36,382 8. 7 

10,506 2.5 

14,647 3.5 

89,735 21.5 

59,936 14.3 

35,426 8.5 

418,130 

The above condition is not really bad, but from ecological and management 
standpoints we should expect our deer herd to increase considerably in the south
east and south central, while decreasing in the west central, northwest, and 
north central areas. 

That this change is already taking place can be seen by the percentages of 
total population from 1953 as compared to 1956 (Table 2). In 1953 the southeast 
and south central had 2.6 and 8.7 percent of total population; now they have 6,2 

and 10.8 percent reS'Jectively. Little change has taken place in the west 
central. However, the northwest and north central have decreased from 13.3 to 7.4 
percent and from 10.6 to 7.9 percent respectively. 
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In the southwest, one of the worst trouble spots before, the population 
has decreased from 1,970 animals (15.6 percent) to 876 (8.1 percent). This 
herd is now nearly in line with the amount of ungrazed woodland available, 
(7.4 percent). 

Hunting is probably responsible to a great extent for the shift toward 
a balance between the deer population and amount of woodland. Table 3 shows 
harvest has been consistently greatest in areas where deer are most numeroue 
and where they are most exposed to hunting pressure by lack of cover. In other 
words, deer are easier to take by hunters in areas where they are more numerous 
than available ungrazed woodland would justify. 

In the southeast and south central where few deer are protected by abund
ant cover the kill was 2.8 and 4,0 percent of the total harvest. For the same 
year, 1955, the 'Nest central, northwest, and north central with comparatively 
numerous deer and sparse cover yielded 15.0, 17 .3, and ll. 7 percent respectively 
of all deer killed. 

Table 3. Known deer harvest by agricultural areas for 1953, 1954 and 1955 seasons. 

---------------------------

Areas Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Har- of Total Har- of Total Har- of Total 

------- vested ___ _yg:;_:!&;L _________ l[,Cs.iJ:ld ________ 

Southeast 0* 18 0.7 85 2.8 

South central 215 5.4 162 6.6 122 4.0 

Southwest 620 15.5 166 6.8 175 5,8 

West central 775 19.3 326 13.3 456 15.0 

Northwest 760 19.0 293 11.9 524 17.3 

North central 288 7.2 388 15.9 356 11.7 

Northeast 1,088 27.1 928 37.9 802 26.4 

East central 22 0.5 134 5.5 223 7.3 

Central 240 6.0 24 1.0 292 9.6 

Totals 4,008 100.0 2,446 100.0 3,035 99.9 

-------------------------------------------* In 1953 no counties were open to hunting in the-~;;:;th;,;-rt-:-------

The above situation probably has resulted from focal points of repopulation. 
Areas which had in 1953 a surplus of ddr or were already well stocked were the 
areas first re-inhabited by the species. Deer herds were first established from 
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escaped near Avoca in Pottawattamie County, Keota in ~'lashington County, and 
Ledges State Park in Boone County (Sanderson and Speaker, 1954). Herds in 
north and particularly northeast Iowa seemed to have been re-established by 
natural means. 

Our deer herd, being like most animal populations in the wild, fluctuates 
considerably in numbers during one year's time. The maximum number of deer 
can be expected immediately after the fawns appear in early summer. Therefore, 
the toll of disease, parasites, predators, accidents, poaching, and hunting 
reduce the population until the next crop of fawns appear during the following 
summer. 

Hence, the number nf deer we have in the state during future hunting 
seasons will depend upon survival of the present stock, plus reproduction during 
succeeding years. Table 4 presents the calculated spring and summer populations 
based upon conservation officers' estimates and upon calculated reproduction. 
Reproduction is obtained by use of data secured at checking stations. Precent 
of fawns in the bag can be converted to reproduction. 

Table 4. Yearly fluctuations of Iowa's deer population. 

Officers Known * Percent of Calculated 
YEAR February Accidental Fawns in Bag Reproduct-

Estimates Kills at Checking ion in 

--------- ------------- Stat i£!!§.__~.££.!2:L __ 

1947 1,650 

lg48 2,024 

1949 no census taken 

1950 4,530 

1951 6,8g7 196 

1952 10,721 246 

1953 12,632 393 27.4 37.7 

lg54 11,892 310 41.7 70.6 

1955 10,674 305 34.7 53.9 

1956 10,811 60.0' 

Theoretical 
Maximum 
Summer 
Population 

17,394 

20,288 

16,427 

17,298 

---------------------------------------
* Includes all those deer reportedly killed by cars, dogs, poaching, 

and miscellaneous accidents. 

' This is an estimated figure. 
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The fluctuation appears to be somewhat violent. For example, 20,288 
calculated deer present in sun"''er of 1954 were reduced to 10,674 estimated 
by officers in the late winter of 1955: And 16,427 deer for the summer of 1955 
were reduced to an estimated 10,811 by spring of 1956. Reproduction for these 
two years was 70.6 percent and 53.9 percent. Using the 1955-56 fluctuation we 
find the herd was reduced by 5,616 deer from mid-summer 1955 to late February 
1956. Approximately 3,300 deer were taken by hunters during the three day season 
of 1955. This leaves 2,316 lost to other mortality factors. 

It appears that we are: l. Harvesting only part ( 30-60 percent) of our 
annual surplus; 2. Under estimating the size of the herd in late winter or 
early spring; and (or) 3. Having less than calculated reproduction. The first 
possibility is the most plausible one. Although it appears hard to account 
for loss of 2,316 deer from one year to the next, this is a common biological 
phenomena which affects all relativelf' short-lived species. In 1955,305 deer 
were known killed by autos, poaching, dogs and miscellaneous factors. (Table 4). 

Conclusions From the foregoing paragraphs it appears that we have a basic deer 
herd of from 10,500 to 11,000 animals. The herd is not properly distributed in 
available ungrazed timber, but apparently is gradually improving its distribution 
under natural processes of reproduction and ~Tith the aid of hunting pressures. 

Reproduction of 60 percent or more should enable us to safely harvest 3,500 
deer annually. The remaining 2,950 reproduction will serve as a bulwark against 
disease, parasites, predators, accidents, and poaching. 

Statewide seasons permitting the kill of all age classes and both sexes 
will help keep our herd compatible with its available range and with agriculture. 
To close any one area to hunting will allow deer to increase beyond the carrying 
capacity of that area and lead to encroachments upon agriculture. 

Six to seven thousand permits issued annually should allow a harvest of 3,500 
deer during a three day Sccason. To issue more permits may lead to excessive 
farmer-hunter conflicts; eventually to a closed season and subsequent herd increase; 
and finally to a situation beyond control of our Conservation Commission. 

Local situations can be expected to develop where the herd is over-protected 
by state parks, large timber tracts, etc •• However, hunting pressure when applied 
on a state-wide basis should reduce or disperse concentrations and keep at a 
minimum competition with agriculture. 
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